A counterexample is given to a conjecture of Val'skil that if K is a compact plane set with interior U and the continuous function f on K satisfies f\VG.R(U) and f\bKGR(bK) then f&R(K). The conjecture is shown to be true when U is a disc.
satisfies f\T/ER(U) and f\bKER(bK).
(77 or cl(U) denote the closure of U, bK the boundary of K.) Then fER(K). He also mentioned the special case when U is the open unit disc A. In the present paper a counterexample is given to the general conjecture but it is shown to be true in the case of the disc.
Theorem
1. There exists a compact set K with interior U and fEC(K) such thatf\ VER(V),f\ bKER(bK), butf$R(K).
Proof. Let V be an arc with endpoints -1 and 1 lying in A, with positive continuous analytic capacity [l, p. 203] . A\r has two components U and V say. Let {Aj}^" t be a sequence of disjoint open discs in V such that F\U£,i A¡ is nowhere dense, and the sum of the radii of the discs is finite. Let K=A\UfL 1 A,. Then the interior of K is U and bK = bAVJT\J cl(\JJ°=i 6Ay). Since a(r)>0, there exists an / continuous on C and analytic outside T such that /'(») 9¿0. Let m be the measure on bK which coincides with dz on bA, with -dz on U^i bAj and is zero on the rest of bK. Then / gdß = 0 for every rational function with poles outside K and hence / gd/j. = 0 for all gER(K). Since fbKfdß= fh&fdz = 2m-f(«>)fO, f\K$R(K). Since U has connected complement, R(U)=A(U) and so /| UER(U). Likewise C\(VVJbU) has just two components, so R(V\JbU) = A(V\JbU) and hence f\ VKJbUER(VUbU). Since bKQVKJbU, it follows that/| bKERibK).
Before proving the second theorem we make some remarks about the Tv operator. Let ip be a C1 function with compact support and f"be a continuous function on C. We define 7V/by l r f(z) óv This completes the induction.
We have fn-^g say, uniformly, where g is analytic on the interior of Wn for each n; hence on a neighbourhood of l)nMn = K\Q. Finally \\f-i\\£\\f-fi\\ + ±\\Ui-M\«, n=l and the proof is complete. A compact set E is analytically negligible if every continuous function on C which is analytic on an open set V can be approximated uniformly on C by functions continuous on C and analytic on VVJE. Since a circle is analytically negligible [l, 8.12 .3], the following result answers Val'skn's question affirmatively when U is a disc:
Corollary.
Let K, L be a compact sets such that bKf~\bL is analytically negligible. LetfEC(K\JL) such thatf\ KER(K) andf\ LER(L). ThenfER(K\JL).
Proof. Theorem 2 applies with KKJL in place of K and Q = bK (~\bL. Given e>0, we can find g continuous on C and analytic on a neighbourhood U of KVJL\(bKr\bL) with \f-g\ <e/2 on K. Since bK(~\bL is analytically negligible, we can find h, continuous on C and analytic on Uand on a neighbourhood of bKC\bL, ||& -g|| <e/2. Then h is analytic on a neighbourhood of KSJL and |/-h\ <e on K.
Hence fER(KVJL).
Some open problems. The following questions are closely related to the contents of this paper.
(1) Suppose fEC(K) and that for each zEK where / does not vanish we can find a neighbourhood V of z such that /| (V(~\K) ER(vr\K).
Must fER(K)?
Theorem 2 shows that the answer is yes provided the zero set of / is analytically negligible. An affirmative answer would also settle the following question due to Björk (private communication).
(2) SupposefEC(K) and f2ER(K). MustfER(K)?
The final question is a somewhat weaker version of (1) which we have nevertheless been unable to prove.
(3) Suppose fEC(KKJL) satisfies f\KERiK) and /=0 on L.
Must fER{K\JL)l
